Emergency Public Service Announcement

By Anna Von Reitz

You may be -- literally -- seeing some very strange things over the next few days. Do not be unduly afraid. Withdraw into your homes as much as possible. Use it as quiet time with your families.

We have discovered a plot to replace mankind with silicon-based life forms.

The Council on Foreign Relations has pretended to represent this planet and has cut a deal to allow this in violation of Universal Law.

The communications system enabling this plot has utilized more than 200 HAARP antenna arrays. This system of radio antennas also includes mobile arrays known as CIPPA units installed on Navy ships worldwide and communicates directly with self-constructing crystalline nanobot structures that have been deliberately seeded into the stomachs and digestive systems of people and animals worldwide.

The materials for the nanobot crystals are imported via breathing in the chem-trail pollution. The chem-trails contain incendiary metals and metallic oxides that are rejected by our lungs and when we cough or sneeze, are jettisoned into our nasal passages, swallowed, and wind up in the highly acidic environment of our stomachs.

Similar to crystal growing experiments that you may have done at home or in school as children, the materials rapidly grow in the acidic environment of the stomach and assume a pre-determined size and shape, still at nanoscale sizes.

Tiny fibrous appendages soon appear at every corner of the crystal, allowing motility, and also, tiny structures that function as radio antennae that are much simpler than the antennae formed by your DNA and RNA, but which are capable of interacting with your DNA and RNA and also able to transmit information back to the HAARP and CIPPA array.

These “bugs” are being used to hijack your biology and collect vast amounts of information about you. Ultimately, they would be instructed to kill you and other carbon-based lifeforms. These nanobots and similar nano-scale technologies are being deployed via the HINI and Corona and other SARS Viruses: Specific Absorption Range Spectrum (SARS) Viruses.

The leadership of the Council on Foreign Relations has been promised unimaginable wealth and eternal life in exchange for this betrayal of humanity and horrific misuse and abuse of our property and personnel.

This has prompted us to issue an Emergency Shut Down effective worldwide of all HAARP and CIPPA antenna arrays.

It has also prompted the government of The United States of America to issue an Emergency
Arrest Order to detain and confine the leadership of the Council on Foreign Relations.

Individuals may interrupt and prevent the operations of these internal "bugs" by changing the pH of their stomach acid, which prevents the crystals from forming and helps dissolve them back into solution and overall inhibits their performance. Two Tablespoons of apple cider vinegar, lemon juice, or any other natural but very acidic juice or vinegar can be used to accomplish this, with varying efficacy.

Individuals may also use very small amounts of borax, sodium tetraborate, a naturally occurring mineral most commonly available as a laundry detergent additive, to block chemical formation and incapacitate the antenna functions and attachment capabilities of these "bugs", at a rate of one quarter teaspoon or less per hundred pounds of bodyweight. This can be ingested in water, daily. The mineral is overall healthy for you, but only in very small quantities.

Efforts are underway to eradicate SARS viruses on a planetary scale to prevent their use and abuse to promote any similar schemes in the future.

All corporate personnel, CEO's and Administrative Officers, are hereby given Public Notice of Liability and Ownership Interest.

Elon Musk, this means you. Bill Gates, this means you. Dr. Fauci, this means you. Henry Kissinger, this means you. Larry Fink, this means you. FED Board of Governors, this means you. IMF and Interpol Personnel, this means you.

Any corporation or corporate officer found to have aided, abetted, or willingly participated in this scheme will be subject to immediate arrest and prosecution for crimes against humanity, murder, catastrophic environmental pollution, violation of Universal Law, and genocide.

All corporation charters, assets, and interests held by individuals found guilty of such aiding and abetting will be subject to immediate seizure and liquidation. There will be no bankruptcy protection and no corporate veil.

Both personal and private assets will be subject to immediate and permanent liquidation.
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